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Our local STP experience so far

• Existing ‘coherent’ footprint (c.1m pop, 3 CCGs, UHL, LPT & 3 LAs)
• Built on BCT programme, governance and relationships
• Framed locally as positive experience/opportunity:

– ‘re-boot’ BCT
– focus on smaller number priorities
– accelerate delivery
– strengthen collective governance

• Good system involvement and support
• Not helped by perceived ‘secrecy’
• And complexity/variation in local authority arrangements



Our key STP goals

• Improving outcomes and 
reducing inequalities:

– prevention
– early identification & intervention
– operational standards

• Bending the demand curve:
– unwarranted clinical variation
– non-acute alternatives
– limited clinical value

• Ensuring clinical service/sector 
sustainability

– workforce
– estate adjacencies & condition
– business/operating model(s)

• Taking operating cost out of 
the system:

– waste
– duplication
– inefficiency



Our key STP action areas

• Current operational performance (esp. A&E)
• New models of care (home first, integrated teams, general practice)
• Pathway redesign (end of life, acute MH, LTCs)
• Operating efficiencies (back office, length of stay, medicines)
• Leading to service reconfiguration:

– Acute hospitals (3 to 2 sites)
– Maternity (single site +/- standalone midwife provided)
– Community hospitals (remove beds from 3 sites, close 2, invest 

in others) 
• Enablers (workforce, IT records and care plans, OD/culture)



Published on 21 November....



From planning to implementation
• Strong Board (inc Chair/NED/lay) commitment to work very differently
• Recovering patient/public and staff engagement position
• Focus on detail of what we are actually going to do
• Working in collaborative commissioner/provider/LA teams
• Trying not to get too distracted by planning/contracting round
• Or ‘organisational form’ debates
• Preparing for formal public consultation
• Testing refreshed system governance arrangements:

– operating ‘as if’ we were one NHS
– portfolio of system responsibilities for each CE
– mainstream bodies (everyone's business)
– stronger joint clinical/managerial leadership



Governance arrangements



Challenges / barriers to overcome

• STP ‘brand’ - public, political, media
• Ability to hold together through the contracting round
• Organisational vs system accountability tensions
• Gap between draft STP publication and formal consultation
• Capital and STF availability
• Balancing expectations of centre re detail/grip/granularity...
• ...with local culture, staff engagement  (esp. hyper-trusted/connected 

clinicians and the mavericks) and OD/’One LLR’ piece
• Social care and wider public/voluntary sector funding
• ...oh, and personal authority/mandate of STP lead role!
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